Recent research results show that some most important complex communication systems, which usually can be modeled as scalefree networks with a power-law nodal degree distribution, may be fragile under intentional attacks that take down network hubs. We study the robustness of these networks under deliberate attacks which remove network links. Specifically, we evaluate the extreme case where an efficient graph-partitioning algorithm is applied, based on accurate network-topology information, to decide on the links to be removed. Simulation results show that even such type of calculated link-removal attack cannot easily split a complex communication network. Moreover, among the two split parts, the larger one generally remains as a scale-free network with a very small network diameter. We also consider the case where a specific set of nodes have to be split away from the major part of the network. Simulation results show that applying a graph-partitioning algorithm generally does not lead to a significantly more cost-effective solution than simply removing the given set of nodes together with the links connected to them.
INTRODUCTION
Recent developments in computer and information technologies have enabled the in-depth studies on large-scale complex systems such as the Internet, World-Wide-Web (WWW), social connections, scientific collaborations, and airline transportation systems, etc [1, 6, 8, 20] . It has been found that when being formulated into complex network models represented by a set of nodes (entities) connected by links (relations), most of these systems share some stunning common features [1, 6, 8, 20] . Most noticeably, they usually form into scale-free networks of which the nodal degrees follow a power-law distribution. Specifically, the portion of nodes with a degree k satisfies [2, 5, 9, 23] ( ) .
In virtually all these real-world systems, the value of the scaling exponent r lies between 2 and 3 [5] [6] .
The wide existence of the scale-free networks has stimulated research on their robustness [3, 22] . It has been found that scalefree networks are highly robust under random node failures yet fragile under the so-called intentional attack which removes network nodes in decreasing order of their degrees [3, 24] . The tolerance of scale-free networks against various types of linkremoval attacks has also been studied [12, [17] [18] . It is found that random removals of links cannot easily break down a scale-free network [12, 17] . Deliberate link attacks which remove network links in a decreasing order of their degrees (defined as the product of the nodal degrees of its two end nodes) or betweenness (measured as the number of shortest paths passing through the link) are more effective [12] . But still, a large portion of the links has to be removed before a scale-free network can be fragmented.
We study the robustness of the scale-free networks under link removals. The main objective is to understand the network robustness against any type of link-removal attack. For that purpose, we evaluate the extreme case where link removals are pre-calculated based on accurate network-topology information aiming at splitting the network into two parts (rather than a large number of small pieces). Such type of calculated network splitting is not only among the worst attacks against a network (and therefore provides a benchmark for the less serious cases), it may also have its applications. For example, in disease control, the healthy part of a complex system may have to be split from the infected part at a minimum cost. To better resemble some real-life applications, we also study the cases where a specific set of nodes (e.g., infected nodes) have to be split away from the major part of the networks. We find that compared to the simple solution of removing the given set of nodes together with the links connected to them, applying a graph-partitioning algorithm based on accurate global network-topology information does not usually lead to a significantly more cost-effective solution.
The rest part of this paper is organized as follows: The graphpartitioning algorithm is described in Section 2. Simulation results and discussions on different cases of splitting a few scale-free networks into two parts with pre-defined sizes are presented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the case where a specific set of network nodes have to be split away from the major part of the network. Section 5 concludes the paper.
NETWORK PARTITIONING ALGORITHM
The graph-partitioning algorithm adopted in this paper is borrowed from VLSI design [3] , which was developed to allocate the components of a large-scale integral circuit into multiple limited-size chips with the minimum number of inter-chip links. In this paper, by using such an algorithm, we evaluate the number of links to be removed in order to split a network into two parts with relative sizes of a and ( 1 a  ), respectively. The relative size of a split part (termed as a partition hereafter [3, 10, 11, 15] ) denotes the number of nodes in this part versus the overall number of network nodes. Hereafter the parameter a is called as the splitting ratio.
The minimum graph-partitioning problem has been proved to be NP-complete [11] and a few heuristic algorithms have been developed [3] . In our study, we adopt the move-based iterative partitioning algorithms since they are simple yet efficient, and independent of the characteristics of network topology. Specifically, we apply the Fiduccia-Mattheyses (FM) algorithm [10] , an improved version of the earlier Kernighan-Lin (KL) method [15] .
The FM algorithm can be briefly described as follows [10] .
1. Parameter setting: Set up the balancing criterion to ensure that the size of each partition cannot be biased from the preset splitting ratio by more than a certain number of m nodes. In our experiences, as long as m is of a small positive value (e.g., no more than 5), the FM algorithm gets virtually the same results for different values of m.
2. Initial separation: Separate the network nodes into two partitions according to the preset splitting ratio. Denote the inter-partition links as the network cuts.
3. Execute a pass containing the following move operations.
a. Let all the nodes be unlocked. Calculate the gain of each unlocked node as the number of cuts that would be decreased if the node is moved to its opposite partition. Note that the gain may be negative.
b. Move the node with the largest gain (which may be negative) to its opposite partition as long as this move does not violate the balancing criterion. Denote this node as locked. Update the gain of each node.
c. Repeat the above procedure until either all the nodes have been locked or the balancing criterion prevents further moves. The best split (with the fewest cuts) encountered during the pass is selected as the solution.
Execute those moves leading to the best split.
Repeat
Step 3 until the cut set cannot be further reduced.
Remark:
The FM algorithm allows the moves with negative gains in order to lower the chance of being trapped in local minima. The locking of the moved nodes in Step 3 is to prevent from having an endless loop. The final result may be slightly biased from the pre-set splitting ratio, with a maximum of m nodes.
BI-SPLITTING NETWORKS
We evaluate the robustness of a scale-free network under link attacks by measuring the size of the minimum cut set corresponding to different values of the splitting ratio a , denoted as min ( ) E a . Moreover, for each partition, we measure its (i) largest cluster size (LCS) [3] , defined as the number of nodes in the biggest connected component versus the number of nodes in the partition; and (ii) cluster diameter [3] , the average length of the shortest paths between all the node pairs in the largest cluster. As we will see later, these two indexes help to reveal some most important characteristics of each partition.
We present the numerical simulation results on three different scale-free network models:  The well-known Barabási-Albert (BA) model which generates a scale-free network by growth and preferential attachment [5] . Specifically, network nodes are sequentially added, each of which being connected to a fixed number of existing nodes. The probability that a newly-added node is connected to an existing node is proportional to the degree of the existing node. [6, 9] .
To get the suboptimal solutions of the problem, we repeat the FM algorithm for one thousand times (each time with a different initial random splitting of the network) in the first two network models. The ultra-large size of the router-level model makes extensive repetitive simulations on it prohibitively timeconsuming. Thus the calculations are repeated only for five times. We present the best results among these repetitions. Fig. 1 
have also been plotted. We observe that min ( ) E a increases slowly with an increasing value of a . To achieve a 50% splitting ratio, in both the AS-level and router-level models, slightly less than 6.5% of all the links have to be removed. Consider the large number of links in the networks, link removals at this low percentage may still request tremendous efforts. Network splitting becomes even more difficult in the BA model, where min (0.5) 18.0% E  . Denote the two partitions as larger partition (with a relative size of (1 ) a  ) and smaller partition (with a relative size of a ), respectively. In all our experiences, the larger partition almost always has an LCS value close to 100%. In other words, virtually all the nodes in the larger partition are connected into a single component. The smaller partition, on the other hand, has quite different properties. As shown in Fig. 2 , the smaller partition has small LCS values under low splitting ratios, denoting that under such case the smaller partition contains a number of fragmented pieces. With an increasing value of a , these fragmented pieces begin to glue together, leading to a larger value of LCS. Meanwhile, the cluster diameter also increases, revealing that the component is only sparsely connected. Finally when the splitting ratio is large enough, the cluster diameter drops down where a small-world network emerges. We observe that the BA model again exhibits relatively stronger robustness than the other two models: it achieves a large value of LCS and a small value of cluster diameter at a lower value of splitting ratio. We then further investigate the properties of the larger partition. Fig. 3 shows that this partition always has a small diameter which remains largely unchanged under different splitting ratios. More significantly, as we can see in Fig. 4 and Table 1 , the larger partition steadily remains as a scale-free network, with the exponent of its power-law degree distribution remains virtually un-changed under different splitting ratios. Note that we adopt the maximum likelihood estimator (MLE) in the estimations of exponents [7, 21] .
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SPLITTING PARTICULAR PARTS FROM NETWORKS
In this section, we study the splitting of networks where a specific set of nodes have to be separated away from the major part of the network. A simplest method is to remove these nodes together with all the links connected to them. It is of obvious research interest to see whether a significantly smaller cut set can be achieved at the cost of removing slightly more nodes. In some applications, e.g., disease/virus control, it may be a favorable option to sacrifice some nodes if the major part of healthy nodes can be protected at a much lower cost or a much faster speed.
We consider two different typical cases: (i) the nodes which have to be split away are randomly distributed; and (ii) these randomly selected nodes are connected into a single cluster. The latter case may find its application again in disease or virus control where infected nodes are usually connected [20] . The procedures for generating these two different cases are defined as follows:
 Random Node Set Case: Denote all the nodes as uncolored.
In each iteration, randomly choose an uncolored node and change it to be colored. Repeat the procedure until the requested number of nodes has been colored. The colored nodes form into the node set that has to be split away from the other nodes.  Connected Node Set Case: Denote all the nodes as uncolored. Randomly choose one node and denote it as colored. In each of the following iterations, randomly choose an uncolored node which is adjacent to at least one colored node and change it to be colored. Repeat the procedure until the requested number of nodes has been selected. The colored nodes form into the node set that has to be split away from the other nodes.
Note that in the connected node set case, the probability that an uncolored degree-k node is selected to be colored is approximately proportional to ( ) kP k [1, 6] , while in the random node set case this probability is proportional to ( ) P k . Comparing these two different cases, we see that high-degree nodes have higher probabilities to be colored in the connected node set case. This to some extent better resembles the case in real-life virus spreading where higher-degree nodes have a higher chance to be infected [6] .
The FM algorithm is adopted with slight modifications. Specifically, we set the initial separation to let all the colored nodes be in the smaller partition and the rest be in the larger partition. The colored nodes are never allowed to be moved to the opposite partition. In other words, they are locked throughout the calculations. The balancing criteria are relaxed: move operations would not be blocked as long as the relative size of the smaller partition is not larger than 0.5. Similarly to that in our previous simulations, we repeat the calculations for at least one thousand times and then choose among them the best solution. Due to the time limit, simulations have been conducted only on the BA model and AS-level model. 
(b)
As shown in Tables 2 and 3 , for the random node set case, it is difficult to significantly reduce the link cuts for separating the colored and uncolored nodes by sacrificing some uncolored nodes: while the relative size of the smaller partition is almost doubled (or in other words, the number of sacrificed uncolored nodes almost equal to the number of colored nodes), the size of the minimum cut set is only slightly reduced. In the connected node set case, the situation does not get any better: link cuts can only be significantly reduced at an unacceptable sacrifice of a large number of uncolored nodes. To summarize, we see that in both cases, there is not a much more cost-effective solution than splitting away the colored nodes by simply cutting those links connected to them.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we studied the robustness of scale-free communications networks under link-removal attacks. By adopting the FM partitioning algorithm to calculate the minimum cut set, we have evidently shown that splitting a scale-free network into two partitions, even when complete networktopology information is available to the attacker, may remain as a serious challenge. More interestingly, after such type of calculated attack, the larger partition would steadily remain a scale-free network and hence may continue to function reasonably well. Furthermore, we found that it is surprisingly difficult to separate a specific set of nodes away from the major part of scalefree networks. Even with careful computations based on accurate network-topology information, a more cost-effective solution that cutting all the links connected to this specific set of nodes cannot be easily achieved and probably, not exist at all.
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